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Structure and representations on the quantum supergroup
OSPq2z2n
R. B. Zhanga)
Department of Mathematics, University of Queensland, Brisbane,
Queensland 4072, Australia
~Received 17 May 1999; accepted for publication 17 May 2000!
The structure and representations of the quantum supergroup OSPq(2u2n) are stud-
ied systematically. The algebra of functions on the quantum supergroup, which
specifies the quantum supergroup itself, is taken to be the superalgebra generated
by the matrix elements of the vector representation of the quantized universal
superalgebra Uq(osp(2u2n)). It is shown that the algebra of functions is dense in
the full dual Uq(osp(2u2n))* of Uq(osp(2u2n)) and possesses a Hopf superalge-
bra structure. The left integral and right integral on the quantum supergroup are
discussed. Induced representations are developed using the noncommutative geom-
etry of quantum homogeneous supervector bundles, and a geometric realization of
irreducible representations is obtained. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~00!01009-4#
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the third of a series of papers developing the theory of the quantum supergroups ~i.e.,
the duals of the quantized universal enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras!.1,2 In Refs. 3 and 4
the structures and representations of the quantum supergroups GLq(mun) and OSPq(1u2n) were
developed systematically. An important aspect of the subject is its connection with noncommuta-
tive geometry.5 In particular, quantum homogeneous superspaces and quantum homogeneous
supervector bundles provide the natural framework for studying induced representations. A basic
theory of these quantum supergeometries has been established and applied to the development of
the representation theory of GLq(mun) and OSPq(1u2n), yielding, amongst other results, quantum
generalizations of the celebrated Borel–Weil theorem. It is the purpose here to treat OSPq(2u2n).
Together with Ref. 3, the present paper completes the development of a basic theory for the type
I quantum supergroups. @A quantum supergroup is called type I ~or II! if the associated simple
basic classical Lie superalgebra6 is type I ~or II!. The Lie superalgebras sl(mun) and osp(2u2n)
are type I, while the rest are type II.7#
Quantized universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras and the associated quantum groups
have been extensively studied in the last decade ~see Ref. 8 for a review!. There has also been
much activity in studying the theory of the quantized universal enveloping algebras of Lie supe-
ralgebras ~quantum superalgebras!1,2 and its applications in two-dimensional physics1,9 and low
dimensional topology.10,11 We mention in particular that the universal R-matrices of the quantum
superalgebras were investigated in Ref. 12; the representation theory was systematically developed
for Uq(gl(mun)),13 Uq(osp(2u2n)),14 Uq(osp(1u2n)) ,15 the gl(mun) super Yangians16 and the
quantum affine superalgebras with symmetrizable Cartan matrices.17 The representation theory of
Uq(osp(2u2n)) at generic q is particularly well studied,14 resulting in a thorough understanding of
the structure of the finite dimensional irreducible representations ~by calling upon results in the
classical limit18,19!. Our general strategy of studying OSPq(2u2n) is to investigate its algebra of
functions, which will be taken as a subalgebra of the finite dual of Uq(osp(2u2n)). It is the
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knowledge gained in Ref. 14 on Uq(osp(2u2n)) representations which renders this investigation
possible.
The main body of the paper consists of three sections. Section II reviews some known results
on Uq(osp(2u2n)) and also serves to establish notations. Section III develops the structure theory
of OSPq(2u2n). We introduce the algebra of functions Tq(osp(2u2n)) on OSPq(2u2n), and show
that Tq(osp(2u2n)) is dense in the full dual of Uq(osp(2u2n)) and also forms a Hopf superalge-
bra. Another result presented is the left integral20 on Tq(osp(2u2n)), which is the counter part of
a left invariant measure on the corresponding classical Lie supergroup. Section IV develops the
theory of induced representations in a geometric setting. Amongst the main results is a quantum
Borel–Weil theorem for the quantum deformations of the two types of *-representations.
It remains to develop the theory of the type II quantum supergroups apart from the excep-
tionally nice case of OSPq(1u2n).4 We should point out that the quantum superalgebras associated
with the type II Lie superalgebras except osp(1u2n) have been much less studied. As far as we are
aware, there is no systematic treatment of their representation theory. This makes it very difficult
to extend the studies of Refs. 3,4 and the present paper to the quantum supergroups OSPq(mu2n)
for m>3. It appears that new methods and techniques are required to develop the theory of these
quantum supergroups and the associated quantum superalgebras.
II. Uqosp2z2n
We recall some basic facts about the quantum superalgebra Uq(osp(2u2n))14. For conve-
nience, we will denote by g the Lie superalgebra osp(2u2n), and by g0 the even subalgebra
sp(2n) % gl(1),osp(2u2n). We will take Uq(g) as the quantization of the universal enveloping
algebra of osp(2u2n) in the distinguished simple root system ~i.e., the one with a unique odd
simple root!. To describe this simple root system, we follow Kac7 to introduce the
(n11)-dimensional Minkowski space H* with a basis $d iui50,1,2, . . . ,n% and the bilinear form
( , ):H*3H* →C defined by
~d i ,d j!52~21 !d0i ;i , j .
Then the simple roots can be expressed as a i5d i2d i11 , 0<i,n , an52dn , with a0 being the
unique odd simple root. A convenient version of the Cartan matrix A5(ai j) i , j50n is ai j
52(a i ,a j)/(a i ,a i), ;i.0, a0 j5(a0 ,a j). Clearly, (ai j) i , j51n is the Cartant matrix of sp(2n),
and a0i5ai050, ;iÞ1, a0152a1051. We denote by D0
1 and D1
1 the set of the even positive
roots and that of the odd positive roots, respectively. Then
D0
15$d i2d j ,d i1d j ,2d iu0,i, j%,
D1
15$d06d iui.0%.
Let q be a generic complex parameter. Set
di5H ~a i ,a i!/2, i.0,1, i50,
and let qi5qdi. The Jimbo version of the quantum superalgebra Uq(g) is a Z2-graded complex
associative algebra with generators $ki
61
,ei , f i ,iPNn%, Nn5$0,1,2, . . . ,n%, where e0 and f 0 are
odd and the rest are even. The defining relations are
ki
61k j
615k j
61ki
61
, kiki
2151,
kie jki
215qi
ai j/2e j , ki f jki215qi
2ai j/2f j ,
@ei , f j%5d i j~ki22ki22!/~qi2qi21!, i , jPNn ,
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~e0!
25~ f 0!250, ~1!
(
m50
12ai j
~21 !mF12ai jm G qiei12ai j2me jeim50, iÞ0,
(
m50
12ai j
~21 !mF12ai jm G qi f i12ai j2m f j f im50, iÞ0,
where
Fm
n
G
q
5
@m#q!
@n#q!@m2n#q!
, m>n ,
@k#q!5H )i51k qi2q2iq2q21 , k.0,
1, k50.
In ~1!, @x ,y%5xy2(21)[x][y]yx , with the gradation indices @x# and @y# defined for any monomials
u ,v in the generators by @uv#[@u#1@v#(mod 2), with
@ki#50, ;i , @ei#5@ f i#5H 0, i.01, i50.
As is well known, the quantum superalgebra Uq(g) has the structures of a Z2-graded Hopf
algebra, i.e., a Hopf superalgebra, with invertible antipode. We take the co-multiplication
D~ki
61!5ki
61
^ ki
61
,
D~ei!5ei ^ ki1ki
21
^ ei ,
D~ f i!5 f i ^ ki211ki ^ f i .
The corresponding co-unit e and antipode S are, respectively, given by
e~ei!5e~ f i!50,
e~ki!5e~ki
21!51,
S~ei!52kieiki
21
,
S~ f i!52ki f iki21 ,
S~ki
61!5ki
71
, ;i .
Note that the elements of $ei , f i ,ki6ui51,2, . . . ,n% generate a Hopf subalgebra
Uq(sp(2n)),Uq(g). Together with $k061%, they generate Uq(g0)5Uq(sp(2n) % gl(1)).
The representation theory of Uq(g) with g5osp(2u2n) at generic q was systematically devel-
oped in Ref. 14. It is known that finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Uq(g) are of
highest weight type. Let W(l) be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(g)-module with highest
weight lPH*. Let w1 be the unique highest weight vector of W(l). Then in general
eiw
150, kiw15e iq (a i ,l)/2w1, i50,1, . . . ,n , ~2!
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where e i56A21. However, the e i may be eliminated by the following automorphism of Uq(g):
ei°e i
22ei , f i° f i , ki°e i21ki , ;i .
Thus we will assume that to any irreducible Uq(g) module, an appropriate automorphism of this
kind has been applied to cast the last equation of ~2! into
kiw15q (a i ,l)w1, i50,1, . . . ,n .
The Uq(g)-module W(l) is finite dimensional if and only if
2~a i ,l!
~a i ,a i!
PZ1 , i51,2, . . . ,n , ~3!
that is, l is integral dominant with respect to the sp(2n) subalgebra of g. Of particular importance
for the remainder of the paper is the vector module M, which has the highest weight d0 and the
standard basis ma , a5i or i¯ , where i50,1, . . . ,n , i¯50¯ ,1¯ , . . . ,n¯ , defined in the following way:
m0 is maximal and even,
mi115 f imi , 0<i,n ,
mn¯5 f nmn ,
m i¯5~21 !n2i f imi11 , 0<i,n .
Relative to this basis, we have
t~ei!5ei ,i112~21 !d0ie i11, i¯ , t~ f i!5ei11,i2e i¯ ,i11 , i,n ,
t~en!5enn¯ , t~ f n!5en¯n , t~ki!5qi
Hi/2
,
where
H05d0*1d1* ,
Hm5dm*2dm11* , 0,m,n ,
Hn5dn* ;
d i*5eii2e i¯ i¯ , 0<i<n .
Let M¯ be the dual vector space of M, for which we choose a basis $m¯ a% such that m¯ a(mb)
5dab . M¯ can be endowed with a Uq(g)-module structure in the standard way. We denote the
corresponding representation relative to the chosen basis by t¯ . Then
~xm¯ a!~mb!5~21 ![a][x]m¯ a~S~x !mb!,
i.e., t¯~x !ba5~21 ![a]([a]1[b])t~S~x !!ab , ;xPUq~g!,
where
@a#5H 0, a50,0¯ ,1, otherwise.
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The highest weight vector of M¯ is m¯ 0¯ with weight d0 . Thus M is self-dual. Therefore, there exists
a nonsingular even matrix U relating the two bases $ma% and $m¯ a%:
(
b
m¯ bUba5ma , ~4!
where U is unique upon the identification m¯ 0¯5m0 . We have
Ui i¯52q2(r ,d01dn1(p5i
n21ap),
U i¯i5q2(r ,(p50
i ap), ~5!
rest50,
where r5 12 ((aPD01a2(gPD11g). The inverse of this matrix is given by
~U21! i i¯5q (r ,(p50
i ap),
~U21! i¯i52q (r ,d01dn1(p5i
n21ap),
rest50.
III. THE QUANTUM SUPERGROUP OSPq2z2n
Let us recall the following general facts. If (A;m ,1A ;D ,e ,S) is a Hopf superalgebra, then its
finite dual is a Hopf superalgebra (A0;m0 ,1A0;D0 ,e0 ,S0) with structures dualizing that of A. Let
us fix the following notation: for any vector space V with dual space V*, we denote by
^ ,&: V* ^ V→C ~6!
the dual space pairing. Now the structure of A0 is defined, for any f , gPA0, a , bPA , by
^m0~ f ^ g !,a&5^ f ^ g ,D~a !&5((a) ~21 !
[g][a(1)]^ f ,a (1)&^g ,a (2)&,
^D0~ f !,a ^ b&5(( f ) ~21 !
[ f (1)][ f (2)]^ f (1) ,a&^ f (2) ,b&5^ f ,m~a ^ b !& ,
^S0~ f !,a&5^ f ,S~a !&,
and 1A05e , e051A . The matrix elements of any finite-dimensional representation of A clearly
belong to A0. It can also be shown that A0 is generated by the matrix elements of all the
finite-dimensional representations of A.
In the theory of quantum groups associated with ordinary Lie algebras, one takes ~an appro-
priate completion of! the finite dual of the quantized universal enveloping algebra as the algebra of
functions on the quantum group. ~In the case of the B and D series of Lie algebras, this will lead
to the quantum spin groups. The quantum orthogonal groups can be obtained by taking a subal-
gebra of the finite dual.! The structure of the quantum group is relatively easy to study, with the
main features captured in the quantum Peter–Weyl theory ~see Ref. 8 for a review!. In contrast,
the structure of the finite dual of a quantum superalgebra is extremely complicated because of the
noncomplete reducibility of finite-dimensional representations of quantum superalgebras even at
generic q. In the case of OSPq(2u2n) at hand, issues are further complicated by the existence of
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typical representations of Uq(g) which depend on arbitrary complex parameters. Fortunately, we
can avoid some of the complications when constructing the quantum supergroup.
A. OSPq2z2n
We will work at the algebraic level. The quantum supergroup OSPq(2u2n) will be defined by
specifying its algebra Tq(g) of functions, which is required ~i! to be a dense subspace of the full
dual space Uq(g)* of Uq(g), and ii! also form a Hopf superalgebra. The former requirement
ensures that Tq(g) contains sufficient information to determine the quantum supergroup. For
example, the algebra of functions on some quantum subgroup will not meet the requirement. The
latter is best understood when compared to the situation of classical Lie groups, where the anti-
pode of the algebra of functions transcribes to the inverse map of the Lie group.
Now we turn to the construction of OSPq(2u2n). Let
tabPUq~g!*, a ,b50,1, . . . ,n ,0¯ ,1¯ , . . . ,n¯
be the matrix elements of the vector representation t of Uq(g), i.e.,
tab~x !5t~x !ab , ;xPUq~g!.
Finite dimensionality of the representation implies that all the tab belong to Uq(g)0.
Definition 1: The subalgebra Tq(g) of Uq(g)0 generated by
$tabua ,b50,1, . . . ,n ,0¯ ,1¯ , . . . ,n¯ %,
will be called the algebra of functions on OSPq(2u2n).
Now we need to show that Tq(g) indeed satisfies the two basic requirements that it is dense in
Uq(g)* and forms a Hopf superalgebra. Clearly, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Tq(g) forms a Z2-graded Hopf subalgebra of Uq(g)0.
The co-multiplication of Tq(g) is given by
D0~ tab!5(
c
~21 !([a]1[c])([c]1[b])tac ^ tcb . ~7!
The antipode can be constructed by using the self-duality of the vector module M:
S0~ tab!5~21 ![a]([a]1[b])(
c ,d
tcdUbc~U21!da , ~8!
where the matrix U is given by ~5!. The defining property of the antipode implies the following
relations:
~UtU21!†t5t~UtU21!†5eI , ~9!
where the superscript dagger indicates the super transposition21,22 of a matrix @with entries in
Tq(g) here#.
The generators tab also satisfy RTT-type relations. To understand such relations in our con-
text, we recall that the Drinfeld version of the quantum superalgebra, which we will denote by
Uˆ t(g), is a Hopf superalgebra over C@@t## @where q5exp(t)] completed with respect to the t-adic
topology. The quantum superalgebra is generated by $ei , f i ,hiuiPNn% subject to the same rela-
tions as ~1! but with ki5exp(thi/2). The universal R-matrix R of Uˆ t(g) has the important property
RD~x !5D8~x !R, ;xPUˆ t~g!. ~10!
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Let r and r8 be two finite-dimensional representations of Uˆ t(g) @i.e., representations on
Uˆ t(g)-modules which are free C@@t##-modules of finite ranks#. We also denote by r and r8,
respectively the matrices with entries in Uˆ t(g)0 such that the evaluations r(Uˆ t(g)) and r8(Uˆ t(g))
give rise to the corresponding representations. Applying r ^ r8 to ~10! we obtain
~r ^ r8!RD~x !5~r ^ r8!D8~x !R, ;xPUˆ t~g!,
which can be rewritten as the following equation in Uˆ t(g)0:
R12
r ,r8r1r285r28r1R12
r ,r8
, ~11!
where Rr ,r85(r ^ r8)R. As long as the weights of the representations r and r8 are integral,
equation ~11! makes perfect sense in the Jimbo formalism, where t is regarded as a generic
complex parameter and the equation is interpreted as in Uq(g)0. In particular, r5r85t leads to
RTT relations for the generators $tab% of the Hopf superalgebra Tq(g).
We will call a subspace Y˜ ,X*, where X* is the dual space of X, dense in X* if for any 0
ÞxPX , there exists some y˜PY˜ such that y˜ (x)Þ0.
Proposition 2: Tq(g) is dense in Uq(g)*.
Proof: Let us first consider the Drinfeld version of the quantum superalgebra. Uˆ t(g) is a
deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) with
Uˆ t~g!/tUˆ t~g!>U~g!.
Let p:Uˆ t(g)→Uˆ t(g)/tUˆ t(g) be the canonical C-linear map. If uPUˆ t(g) is nonzero, then u
5tkv for some k>0 and vPUˆ t(g) such that p(v)Þ0. As t coincides with the vector represen-
tation of g, by using Ado’s theorem for this Lie superalgebra6 one can show that
t ^ p(v)Ó0(mod t) for some p.0, i.e., t ^ p(u)Þ0.
Now we return to the Jimbo algebra Uq(g), which is the subject of our study. We still take
q5exp(t) with t being a generic complex parameter. Uq(g) has a PBW basis, which consists of
ordered products of ki
61 and raising operators Ea and lowering operators Fa , aPD0
1łD1
1
.
Given a nonvanishing uPUq(g), we wish to determine t ^ p(u). For the purpose of computing the
matrix t ^ p(u), we are allowed to do the following: we first express u in terms of the PBW basis,
then formally replace each ki
61 by
ki
615 (
n50
‘ 1
n! ~6dit/2!
n~hi!n.
Regard ordered products of the hi , Ea and Fa as linearly independent, and consider the vector
space spanned by them. Then uÞ0 if and only if the resultant power series in t with coefficients
in this vector space is nonzero. Now t ^ p(u) is obtained by setting Ea to t ^ p(Ea), Fa to t ^ p(Fa),
and hi to
This is exactly the same as in the Drinfeld algebra setting ~but with a different interpretation of t),
hence
t ^ p~u !Þ0 for some p.0.
j
From here on, we shall drop the subscript 0 from the notations for the co-multiplication and
antipode of Tq(g) for convenience. This cannot cause confusion with the co-multiplication and
antipode of Uq(g), as the domains of the various maps will always be clearly specified.
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B. Integrals on OSPq2z2n
Let us now briefly look at integrals on Tq(g). A comprehensive treatment of integrals on
classical and quantum Lie supergroups is given in Ref. 20. We will make frequent use of results
obtained there, and repeat some of the proofs in order to make the present paper reasonably
self-contained.
Let Tq(g)* denote the full dual of Tq(g). The co-superalgebra structure of Tq(g) leads to a
natural superalgebra structure for Tq(g)*. We will call an element * lPTq(g)* a left integral on
Tq(g) if it satisfies
S id^ E l DD5eE l :Tq~g!→Tq~g!.
Let us explain the meaning of the definition in more concrete terms: for any f PTq(g),
S id^ E l DD~ f !5(( f ) ~21 ![ f (1)][* l] f (1)E l f (2)5eE l f ,
where * l f and * l f (2) are the evaluations of * l ~in Tq(g)*) on f and f (2) ~in Tq(g)), respectively,
and e is the identity element of Tq(g). Similarly we define a right integral * r on Tq(g)* by
S E r ^ idDD5eE r :Tq~g!→Tq~g!.
The fact that the antipode of Tq(g) is invertible implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between left and right integrals on Tq(g). Indeed, if * l is a left integral, then *˜ l defined by
E lg f 5E lS~ f ! ; f PTq~g!,
gives rise to a right integral. Similarly, any right integral * r leads to the left integral *˜ r defined by
E rg f 5E rS21~ f ! ; f PTq~g!.
Therefore, we only need to investigate left or right integrals, and we will focus on the former. In
Ref. 20 we have shown that the left ~right! integral, if exists, is unique up to normalizations.
Introduce the algebra homomorphism
Uq~g!→Tq~g!*, x°xˆ ~12!
defined by
^xˆ , f &5~21 ![x]^ f ,x& ; f PTq~g!,
where, as in Eq. ~6!, ^  , & denotes dual space pairing. This map is injective as Tq(g) is dense in
Uq(g)*. Furthermore, the image of Uq(g) under this embedding is dense in Tq(g)*. If * is a left
integral, we set
D~ f !5(( f ) ~21 !
[ f (1)][*] f (1)E f (2)2eE f , f PTq~g!.
The defining property of a left integral is equivalent to D( f )50, ; f PTq(g). Now D( f ) vanishes
if an only if
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^D~ f !,x&5~21 ![x]K xˆ E , f L 2e~x !E f 50 ;xPUq~g!.
Here the notation requires some explanation. The elements xˆ and * all belong to the superalgebra
Tq(g)*, thus their product xˆ * is again in Tq(g)*. Therefore, we can re-state the defining property
of a left integral as
xˆ E 5e~x !E ;xPUq~g!.
The ordinary quantum algebra Uq(g0) is contained in Uq(g) as a Hopf subalgebra. Thus the
pullback of the natural embedding defines a Hopf algebra map
P:Uq~g!0→Uq~g0!0.
We denote
A05P~Tq~g!!.
To understand A0 , we note that the vector representation t of g restricts to a representation t0 of
Uq(g0). The matrix elements of t0 generate the Hopf subalgebra A0 of Uq(g0)0. As the tensor
products of t0 are completely reducible, the structure of A0 can be described by a quantum
Peter–Weyl theory. In particular, there exists a unique integral ~which is both left and right
invariant!
E
0
8
:A0→C,
such that *081Uq(g0)051. Now
E
0
5E
0
8P:Tq~g!→C
is a well-defined linear map, which is left invariant with respect to Uq(g0),Uq(g) in the follow-
ing sense:
uˆ E
0
5e~u !E
0
;uPUq~g0!.
We use the notation of the Appendix and consider the following elements of the quantum supe-
ralgebra Uq(g):
G¯ 5c1c2    cnc2nc2n11    c21 ,
G5f21f22    f2nfnfn21    f1 , ~13!
z5G¯ G ,
where c i and f i are odd elements of Uq(g) defined in the Appendix. Let zˆ be the image of z under
the embedding ~12!. We define
E “zˆE
0
:Tq~g!→C. ~14!
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Here again zˆ*0 denotes the multiplication of zˆ and *0 in Tq(g)*. We have the following propo-
sition.20
Proposition 3: The * defines a nontrivial left integral on Tq(g).
Proof: The proof makes extensive use of results of the Appendix. It is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 4 that * is invariant under Uq(g0):
uˆ E 50 ;uPUq~g0!.
Also, because e0z50, we have
eˆ 0E 50.
In order to prove the proposition, we need further to show that fˆ 0*50, which, however, requires
considerable calculations.
By using ~A3! we can show that
c1    c i21E1ic i11    cnc2n    c21
5c1    c i21c i11    cnc2n    c21E1i8 ,
c1    cnc2nc2n11    c2i21E1 i¯c2i11    c21
5c1    cnc2n    c2i21c2i11    c21E1 i¯8 .
Here the exact form of the E1i8 and E1 i¯8 are not important, but we should observe that they are very
similar to the E1i and E1 i¯ , respectively, except that the various powers of q appearing in them are
different. By Lemma 4 and the invariance of *0 with respect to Uq(g0), we have
Eˆ 1i8 Gˆ E
0
5Eˆ 1 i¯8 Gˆ E050.
Therefore,
fˆ 0E 5@ fˆ 0 ,#Gˆ E
0
.
It follows from similar arguments that
fˆ 0E 5 kˆ 022kˆ 022q2q21 cˆ 2cˆ 3    cˆ ncˆ 2n    cˆ 21Gˆ E0
5cˆ 2cˆ 3    cˆ ncˆ 2n    cˆ 21Gˆ
kˆ 0
22kˆ 0
22
q2q21
E
0
50.
This proves the invariance of * . To show that * is nontrivial, i.e., not identically zero, we consider
L5t1¯0¯ . . . tn¯0¯ tn0¯ . . . t10¯ t1¯0 . . . tn¯0tn0 . . . t10 .
Using the following property of the Hopf superalgebra homomorphism P,
P~ ta0!5P~ ta0¯ !50 ;aÞ0,
P~ t00¯ !5P~ t0¯0!50,
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we obtain
E L5^L , z&E
0
8P~~ t0¯0¯ !2n~ t00!2n!.
Now
P~ t0¯0¯ t00!5P~ t00t0¯0¯ !51A0,
thus
E L5^L , z&.
A brute force calculation shows
u^L , z&u→1 as q→1.
Hence * is indeed nontrivial. j
Direct calculations also easily show the following lemma.
Lemma 1:
E 1Tq(g)50.
This has a profound implication on the representation theory of Uq(g): by reversing Masch-
ke’s theorem one immediately concludes that finite-dimensional representations of Uq(g) are not
completely reducible.
IV. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS
We investigate the induced representations of the quantum supergroup OSPq(2u2n) in this
section. The natural framework for doing this is the theory of quantum homogeneous superspaces
and quantum homogeneous supervector bundles which was initiated in Refs. 3 and 4 in the context
of the quantum supergroups OSPq(1u2n) and GLq(mun). We will adapt some of the results here
and apply them to study the representation theory of OSPq(2u2n). The theory of homogeneous
superspaces and supervector bundles at the classical level was developed in Ref. 22 based on the
sheaf theoretical formulation of supermanifolds.21
We will need two left actions, ‘’ and ‘+’, of Uq(g) on Tq(g), which correspond to left and
right translations in the classical theory of Lie supergroups, and are, respectively, defined by
x f 5(( f ) ^ f (1) ,S
21~x !& f (2) ,
~15!
x+ f 5(( f ) ~21 !
[ f (1)][ f (2)] f (1)^ f (2) ,x& , xPUq~g!, f PTq~g!.
The two actions supercommute.
Let V be a finite-dimensional graded vector space. We extend the actions + and  trivially to
V ^ Tq(g): for any z5(v i ^ f iPV ^ Tq(g),
xz5( ~21 ![x][v i]v i ^ x f i ,
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x+z5( ~21 ![x][v i]v i ^ x+ f i , xPUq~g!.
Let Q be any subset of Nn5$0,1, . . . ,n%. Set
Sk5$ki61 ,iPNn ;e j , f j , jPQ%;
Sp5Skł$e j , jPNn\Q%.
The elements of each set generate a Z2 - graded Hopf subalgebra of Uq(g). The subalgebra
generated by the elements of Sk will be denoted by Uq(k), and called a reductive subalgebra of
Uq(g), while that generated by the elements of Sp will be denoted by Uq(p) and called a parabolic
subalgebra. Note that Uq(k) is a Z2-graded Hopf subalgebra of Uq(p).
Corresponding to each Q, and thus Uq(k), there exists a quantum homogeneous superspace,
the algebra of functions of which is defined by
A qk“$ f PTq~g!ux+ f 5e~x ! f ;xPUq~k!%. ~16!
It is indeed true that A qk is a subalgebra of Tq(g).
Let V be a finite-dimensional Uq(k)-module. A quantum homogeneous supervector bundle
~over the quantum homogeneous superspace! induced from V is defined by the space of sections
Gq
k ~V !“$zPV ^ Tq~g!ux+z5~S~x ! ^ idTq(g)!z , ;xPUq~k!%. ~17!
The same method as that used in Ref. 4 can show that Gq
k (V) furnishes a two-sided A qk module,
with the left and right actions, respectively, defined by
az5(
r
~21 ![a][v i]v i ^ a f i ,
za5(
r
v i ^ f ia ,
where aPA qk and z5 ( iv i ^ f i PGqk (V).
When the inducing module is actually a Uq(g)-module, the quantum bundle is trivial. More
precisely, if W is a finite dimensional left Uq(g)-module, which we regard as a left Uq(k)-module
by the natural restriction, then Gq
k (W) is isomorphic to W ^ A qk either as a left or right A qk -module.
Let d:W→W ^ Tq(g) be the natural right Tq(g) co-module structure of W
d~w !~x !5~21 ![x]1[x][w]xw , xPUq~g!, wPW . ~18!
@Express d(w) 5 ( (w)w (1) ^ w (2) , then d(w)(x)5( (w)w (1)^w (2) ,x&.# Define the linear map h
:W ^ Tq(g) → W ^ Tq(g) by the following composition of maps:
W ^ Tq~g! →
d ^ id
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!→W ^ Tq~g!,
where the last map is the multiplication of Tq(g). Then h defines a right A qk -module isomorphism,
with the inverse map given by the composition
W ^ Tq~g! →
d ^ id
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g! →
~ id^ S ^ id!
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!→W ^ Tq~g!,
where the last map is again the multiplication of Tq(g). The restriction of h to Gqk (W) provides the
desired right A qk -module isomorphism.
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The left module isomorphism is given by the restriction to Gq
k (W) of the linear map k:W
^ Tq(g) → W ^ Tq(g), which is defined by the following composition of maps:
W ^ Tq~g! →
d ^ id
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g! →
id^ P~S2 ^ id!
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!→W ^ Tq~g!,
where
P:Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!→Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!,
~19!
a ^ b°~21 ![a][b] b ^ a .
The inverse map k21 is given by
W ^ Tq~g! →
d ^ id
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g! →
id^ P~S ^ id!
W ^ Tq~g! ^ Tq~g!→W ^ Tq~g!.
The following theorem immediately follows from the above discussion.
Theorem 1: Gq
k (V) is projective and of finite type either as a left or right A qk -module if V can
be embedded as a direct summand in a Uq(k)-module which is the restriction of a finite-
dimensional Uq(g)-module.
The theorem is of crucial importance for developing the differential geometry of the quantum
homogeneous supervector bundles, as connections exist on a quantum bundle if and only if the
space of the sections is projective. Fortunately, the rather mild condition of the theorem is satisfied
in most of the interesting cases, e.g., when 0„Q .
The importance of quantum homogeneous supervector bundles to representation theory stems
from the following fact.
Proposition 4: Under the  action, Gqk (V) is a left Uq(g)-module. Also, under the co-action
v5idV ^ (idTq(g) ^ S
21)D , Gqk (V) is a right Tq(g) co-module.
Thus we call Gq
k (V) an induced Uq(g) module, and also an induced Tq(g) co-module.
If W is a Uq(g)-module which is either a quotient module or a submodule of % k>0M ^ k, then
there exists a canonical isomorphism
HomUq(g)~W ,Gq
k ~V !!>HomUq(k)~W ,V !, ~20!
where Uq(g) acts on the left module Gqk (V) via the  action. The isomorphism is given by
F:HomUq(g)~W ,Gq
k ~V !!→HomUq(k)~W ,V !,
c°c~1Uq(g)!,
with the inverse map
F¯ :HomUq(k)~W ,V !→HomUq(g)~W ,Gq
k ~V !!,
f°f¯ 5~f ^ S !d ,
where d:W→W ^ Tq(g) is the right Tq(g) co-module action defined by ~18!. This result is the
quantum analogue of the celebrated Frobenius reciprocity.
Let us now study the quantum deformations of the *-representations in detail. Recall that at
the classical level, osp(2u2n) admits two classes of finite-dimensional *-representations, which
were referred to as type 1 and type 2, respectively in Ref. 23. @In the case of, e.g., the Lie
superalgebra gl(mun), the contravariant and covariant tensor representations24 are the two types of
*-representations.# An important fact, which follows from Sergeev’s results and ideas,24 is that the
tensor product of two *-representations of the same type is completely reducible.
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Let D1
(1) and D1
(2)
, respectively, denote the sets of the highest weights of the irreducible type
1 *-representations and that of the type 2 *-representations of osp(2u2n). D1(1) and D1(2) are
known explicitly.23 An examination of them shows that both types of irreducible *-representations
arise as quotient modules of some M ^ p, p50,1,2, . . . , where M is the vector module over Uq(g).
Also,
D1
(1)øD1
(2)5$0%.
Denote by l¯ the lowest weight of an irreducible osp(2u2n)-module with highest weight l . If l
PD1
(1)
, then l†52l¯ PD1
(2)
, and vice versa.
By calling upon results of Ref. 15, we can see that the above discussion also applies to the
quantum setting. In particular, the tensor product of two irreducible Uq(g)-modules W(l) and
W(m) is completely reducible if l ,mPD1(1) or l ,mPD1(2) .
Let $wi
(l)ui51,2, . . . ,dim W(l)% be a basis of W(l), and denote by t (l) the
Uq(g)-representation associated with this basis. Consider the vector space
Tq
(1)5 %
lPD1
(1)
~ % i jCt i j
(l)!, ~21!
where t i j
(l)PUq(g)0 are the matrix elements of t (l). The lemma immediately follows from the
complete reducibility of tensor products of irreducible representations with highest weights in
D1
(1)
.
Lemma 2: Tq
(1) forms a Z2-graded sub bi-algebra of Tq(g).
Let $w¯ i
(l)ui51,2, . . . ,dim W(l)% be a basis of W(l)*5W(l†) such that
w¯ i
(l)~w j
(l)!5d i j .
Denote by t˜ (l) the Uq(g)-representation relative to this basis.
Lemma 3: The vector space
Tq
(2)5 % lPD
1
(1)~ % i jCt˜i j
(l)!, ~22!
forms a Z2-graded sub bi-algebra of Tq(g).
Let Vm be a finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(p)-module with highest weight m and lowest
weight m˜ . Then
Oq~Vm!“$zPGqk ~Vm!up+z5~S~p ! ^ idTq(g)!z ,;pPUq~p!%
is a well-defined subspace of Gq
k (Vm). Define
Oq~Vm!(r)“~Vm ^ Tq(r)!øOq~Vm!, r51,2. ~23!
We have the following result.
Theorem 2: There exists the following Uq(p)-module isomorphisms
Oq~Vm!(r)>H W~~2m˜ !†!, 2m˜ PD1(r) ,0, otherwise, r51,2. ~24!
Proof: Consider the r52 case. Each z P Oq(Vm)(2)can be expressed in the form
z5 (
lPD1
(1) (i , j v i j
(l)
^ t˜i j
(l)
,
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for some v i j
(l)PVm . Fix an arbitrary lPD1
(1)
. For any nonvanishing wPW(l), the following
linear map is clearly surjective:
HomC~W~l!,Vm! ^ w→Vm ,
f ^ w°f~w !.
Thus there exist f i
(l) P HomC(W(l),Vm) such that v i j(l)5f i(l)(w j(l)) , where $wi(l)% is the basis of
W(l) discussed before. Therefore, we can rewrite z as
z5 (
lPD1
(1) (i , j f i
(l)~w j
(l)! ^ t˜i j
(l)
.
The defining property of Oq(Vm)(2) states that
l +z5~S~ l ! ^ idTq(g)!z ;l PUq~p!.
Thus we have
(
lPD1
(1) (i , j ,k t jk
(l)~S~ l !!f i
(l)~w j
(l)! ^ ~21 ![l ][f i
(l)] t˜ik
(l)5 (
lPD1
(1) (i , j S~ l !f i
(l)~w j
(l)! ^ t˜i j
(l)
,
which is equivalent to
l f i
(l)~w j
(l)!5~21 ![l ][f i
(l)]f i
(l)~ l w j
(l)! ;l PUq~p!,
as the t˜ki
(l) are linearly independent. This equation is precisely the statement that the f i
(l) be
Uq(p)-module homomorphisms of degrees @f i(l)# ,
f i
(l)PHomUq(p)~W~l!,Vm! ;i .
A little bit of representation theory of Uq(p) leads to
f i
(l)5cif
(l)
, ciPC,
and f (l) may be nonzero only when
l¯ 5m˜ .
Hence, if 2m˜ „D1
(2)
, we have Oq(Vm)(2)50. When 2m˜ PD1(2) , we set
n5~2m˜ !†
which belongs to D1
(1)
. Then, Oq(Vm)(2) is spanned by
z i5(j f
(n)~w j
(n)! ^ t˜i j
(l)
, ~25!
which are obviously linearly independent. Furthermore,
xz i5~21 ![x][f(n)](j t j i
(n)~x !z j , xPUq~g!.
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Thus Oq(Vm)(2)>W(n). The case for Oq(Vm)(1)can be shown in exactly the same way. This
completes the proof of the theorem. j
This result provides an analog of the celebrated Borel–Weil theorem for the *-representations
of the quantum supergroup OSPq(2u2n). For the classical Lie supergroups, the program of de-
veloping a Bott–Borel–Weil theory was extensively investigated by Penkov and co-workers.22,25
Also, a quantum Borel–Weil theorem for GLq(mun) and OSPq(1u2n) were established in Refs. 3
and 4.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In view of their applications to representation theory, it will be worthwhile to develop a
systematic theory of quantum homogeneous superspaces and quantum homogeneous supervector
bundles. As we have shown, the quantum homogeneous supervector bundles introduced here
possess ~in interesting cases! the required projectivity to allow an interesting differential geometry.
There have been activities in studying the differential geometry of quantum groups, although such
studies are still at a rather primitive stage. So far the main effort has been concentrated on the
analysis of various differential calculi themselves. However, nothing of interests seems to have
come out of this. Trying to make connections of the differential calculi with representation theory
might be a good test case to see whether the entire program is on the right track.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we collect some technical results on the odd elements of Uq(g), which were
all established in Ref. 15. Define
c15e0 ,
c i115c ie i2qeic i , 1<i,n ,
~A1!
c2n5cnen2q2encn ,
c2i5c2i21ei2qeic2i21 , 1<i,n;
f05 f 0 ,
f i115 f if i2q21f i f i , 1<i,n ,
~A2!
f2n5 f nfn2q22fn f n ,
f2i5 f if2i212q21f2i21 f i , 1<i,n .
They have the following properties:
c6ic6 j1q61c6 jc6i50, i< j ,
c ic2 j1qc2 jc i50 ;iÞ j ,
cnc2n1q2c2ncn50,
~A3!
c2i21c i111c i11c2i211qc2ic i1q21c ic2i50, i,n;
c je i2q (a i ,d02d j)eic j5d i jc i11 ;i , j ,
c2 je i2q (a i ,d01d j)eic2 j5d i11,jc2i11 , i.1,
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and similar relations for f6i , where cn11 and fn11 are understood as c2n and f2n , respec-
tively. Let
E125e1 ,
E1i115E1ie i2qeiE1i , i,n ,
E1n¯5E1nen2q2enE1n ,
E1 i¯5E1i1¯ 1ei2qeiE1i1¯ 1 , 1,i,n ,
E11¯5E12¯e1q212qe1E12¯ .
Then
$c i , f 0%5E1ik022 ,
~A4!
$c2i , f 0%5E1 i¯k022 .
Define
G¯ 5c1c2    cnc2nc2n11    c21 ,
G5f21f22    f2nfnfn21    f1 , ~A5!
z5G¯ G .
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4: Let uPUq(g0), and vPUq(sp(2n)),Uq(g0). Then
@v ,G#50, @v ,G¯ #50, @u ,z#50. ~A6!
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